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In this paper we discuss the results which we obtained on 
sequences of integers in the last few years and also state some of the 
problems which we could not settle. First we review the older work on 
this subject, most of which can be found in the excellent book of Halber- 
stam and Roth 1131 . 

Let A i {ai<~~c-...] be a sequence of integers. put 

A( Y) = x 1 nle den&y of A (if it exists) is defined as 
G;<X 

,im A(x) -. 
x-dd x 

The logarithmic density is defined as 

It is obvfous that if the density exists then the logarithmic 
density exists too, but the converse is not true. 



Throughout this paper c, c, , . . . , C will denote positive 
absolute constants not necessarily the same at each occurrence. &gk~ 
will denote the k -fold iterated logarithm. v ( n) denotes the number of 
distinct prime factors of n and v,(n) denotes the number of distinct 
prime factors of n not exceeding u. 

A sequence of integers A is called primitive if no term di- 
vides any other, More than thirty years ago Chowla, Davenport and ErdCIs 
raised the question if every primitive sequence has density 0 . This guess 
seemed reasonable at the time (it certainly holds for the integers having 
exactly k prime factors). It certainly was a great surprise to the senior 
author of this paper (the junior authors were then not yet alive) when 
Besicovitch [17] constructed a primitive sequence of positive upper density, 
he also constructed a sequence A so that the set of integers which are 
multiples of some ae A do not have a density. Behrend b6] and Erd& 
[IS] proved that every primitive sequence has lower density 0 . In fact 

Behrend proved that for every primitive sequence 

and Erdds proved that (for a sharpening of (2) see Alexander [l]) 

(2) 

+Q, 
z ’ <:c. i=, a;109 “i 

Pillai proved that (1) is best possible i.e. there is 
a ct so that for every x there is a primitive sequence a,< . . . c akc: x 
satisfying 

P) 

We can now ask the following, Let A be a primitive se- 

quence. It is easy to see that The following 
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question is much more difficult. What is the maximum of x 1 

and for which sequence is this maximum assumed? Perhaps this question 
has no reasonable answer but we proved [31 sharpening a previous result 
of Anderson [Zl that 

Asymptotically the maximising sequence is the one which has 

[ log log .Y 3 prime factors, multiple factors counted multiply. By our 

method we can prove the following theorem: Let A be the union of k 

primitive sequences, then the value of mpxr+ is asymptotic 

to the case when A consists of the integers the number of prime factors 

of which is between 

c Log log x -PI and [Loglog ,+$-I. 

Through (3) and (4) are best possible for fixed Y we prov- 
ed that if A is an infinite primitive sequence then [41 

lim ,E -&C 
Logx 

( log log X )I’2 
) 

-1 o 
= . 

x=a3 a;<% b 

It is easy to see that (5) is best possible. 

The following problem seems difficult: Let b, < . . . 
be an infinite sequence of integers. What is the necessary and sufficient 
condition that there should exist a primitive sequence 
satisfying a, -z cb, 

a, < .a* 
for every n ? 

From (2) and (5) we obtain that we must have 
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We know that (6) is not sufficient - it is not clear if a 
simple necessary and sufficient condition exists. 

In 141 we state the following result. Let A be a primitive 
sequence and X,CY~C . . . any sequence satisfying 

(7) blo9 xv+, > Cl+c) logLogxv . 

Put 

We thoqht that (7) can be weakened, but in the mean time 
we showed that (7) is best possible. In other words: if 

Loglog Q/LO9 b9gv- 4 mere always is a primitive sequence for 

which xc,= CO. 

In[4] we further proved the following theorems: Let g(r) 
be an increasing function for which 

Then for every primitive A 

On the other hand if g,(x) = 
log x 

log 1og x h(x) ’ 
h(x) 

increasing is such that 

converges then there is a primitive sequence for which 



The method of Behrend easily gives that for every primitive 
sequence Cy = tx) 

t ‘A 
x<aicy 

& -z clogt/:log 1ogu 

This is all we know about primitive sequences. 

Let A be any sequence of integers, Denote by B(A) the set 
of all integers which have at least one divisor in A . Davenport and 
Erd& [19] proved that 8(A) always has a logarithmic density and that this 
density equals the lower density of BIBI , From this fact they deduced 
that if A has positive upper logarithmic density then there is an a; in 
A so that the set of integers t for which a;t G A also has positive 

upper logarithmic density. Then they deduced that if A has positive upper 
logarithmic density it must contain an infinite divisibility chain, i. e, a 
subsequence a+ , satisfying CXij/aij,, . 

We proved k] the following sharpening of this result: If A 
has positive upper logarithmic density then A contains a divisibility chain 

ai. satisfying 
J 

(8) 
‘12 

z 1 7 cl 109 log y) 
ai j ’  Y 

for infinitely many y . 

We also show that (8) is best possible. 

If A satisfies 

(9) lim sup ’ z. ’ 
b9b9 * 

= c,>o 
x-w ai> x a; log ai 

then there is a divisibility chain aij so that 
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In these theorems lim sup can not be replaced by lim -we 
in fact construct for every g(n) +OO a sequence of density 1 so that for 
every divisibility chain we have for infinitely many n 

x 1 = olghll) . 

Qijc n 

Also in (10) tog log y can not be replaced by any function tending to in- 
finity faster than log tog y * 

It is possible though that in (10) c, = c, (it is easy to see 
that -I e c,c=c2Sc,, where x is Eulers constant). 
would probably follow if we could prove the following conjecture: To every 

E>O thereisa k sothatif kcap-.. is any primitive sequence 
then 

We conjectured 151 that perhaps the following strengthening 
f the Davenport-Erd6s theorem holds: Let A be a sequence of upper 

logarithmic density ti , then there is an a; c A so that the upper loga- 
rithmic density of the t’s satisfying a;t E A is S: oc . Recently we ob- 
served that this conjecture is completely wrong-headed and fails even with 

bo( instead of d , To see this it suffices to let n be sufficiently 
large and consider the integers m for which 

(1-y) loglog n < Q,(m) c (1+q)toglagn. 

The density of these integers is by the result of Turan [15] as close to 
1 as we please (if n is sufficiently large), but the density of the t ‘s 

for which ait E A is as small as we please (if n > ho ). 

By the methods of [6 1 we can show that if the logarithmic 
density of A is o( then there is c so that for infinitely many ui 6 A 
the logarithmic density of the t ‘ s satisfying a;t rA is greater 
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c than - 
lug (IL 

It seems possible that this result can be slightly 

strengthened, perhaps to every c there is an a; so that the logarithmic 

density of the t satisfying a;te A is 
c > - u If true this conjecture log a; 

is close to being best possible, since it is false with 
c 

aogap-c * 
This can be seen by a slight modification of the previous example. Let 

1’0 be fixed, n=- n,(+j,c> is sufficiently large. Our sequence A 

consists of the integers n satisfying for every n, 4 N I n 

‘/2+ 1 
loglog N - (Log log Id) 

“/2+7 
<v,,(n)< 1oglogN t IloqlogN) . 

It follows from 171 that the density of A is > I- E. 
and it is easy to see that the density of the t ’ s for which oit E A 
is less than 

elrp (( log log a; > v=+Cq~/109Q~ . 

All the moment we can not decide about (11). 

Using Kleitmans combinatioral results 181 we proved the 
following old conjecture: 

Let A be an infinite sequence so that for infinitely many nk 

then both equations 

(ai, Uj) = a, Cai,aj’l = a, 

have infinitely many solutions. of we write henceforth 
or lUi,CLjl =a, we always assume a;taj , 

C a;) ‘“j) - a, 
“j~a; .) 

Further if for infinitely many nk 
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then the system of equations 

has infinitely many solutions. The exponents t and $ in the denomina- 

tors can not be diminished and in fact we constructed a sequence A satis- 
Wing 

02) t I > GY/( log log J2 
a;< x 

such that 

[a;,ajJ = a, 

has no solutions. 

At first we thought that the same holds for the equation 
lailaj) =a, but later we proved 161 that if (a;,aj > = (L, is not 

solvable then 

(12) shows that the (13) can not hold for the equation CCi;,ajl =a, * 
Further we proved 191 that if (a;, aj) = a, is not solvable then 

One would guess that the condition that ( a;, ej 1 = a, 
is not solvable, is much weaker than the condition that A is primitive 
nevertheless these theorems seem to show that the sequences for which 

(a;taj) = a, is not solvable seem to behave very much like the primi- 
tive sequences. . In fact we can not decide the following question: Let 
b,c b,c ..a be a sequence for which C bi, bj ) = bp is not solvable. 

Does there then exist a primitive sequence a, c . . . satisfying 

ak < cbk , k = 1,2,... ‘1 
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Finally we want to state one of our recent results which in 
some sense is definitive 1101 . Let A have positive upper logarithmic den- 
sity. Then there is an infinite subsequence ai, < ai,<... SO that the least 
common multiple and greatest common divisor of any set of I . aij S 15 

again in A . Further every two least common multiples are distinct. 
This in particular implies that no Qij divides any other. Our proof does 
not use the results of Kleitman. Our principal lemma is the following re- 
sult of independent interest: Let A have positive upper logarithmic den- 
sity. Then there is an a; t A so that the sequence of aj ‘S satis- 
fying 

Ca;,ajl EA, ait aj 

also has positive upper logarithmic density. 

Before we leave this subject we would like to call attention 
to the foil owing problems of a diophantine nature. Let a, .C a2 < . . . 
be a sequence of real numbers so that for every integer i , j and k 

I aj - ka; I Z 1 * 

If the a’ s are inregers then (14) means that a, c apt . 
is a primitive sequence. 

Is it now true that (14) implies 

and 
L ’ <oo 
izl a; log a; 

.q& < clogw/cLoglogx) 
% 2 

. 
a;<x ’ 

In fact we can not even prove that (14) implies 

lim inf f El = 0. 
aic x 

Very recently Schmidt [14] asked the following question: Is 
there a set S of infinite measure on the line so that Y = ny , x&S, ye S integer 
is not solvable? SzemerCdi proved (unpublished) that such a set exists.” 

* We recently heard that the sane result was obtained independently and 
s¶multaneousIy by Haight. 
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Let now S be a measurable set in Co, 00 > . Denote by 
mCS,W) the measure of the intersection of S with the interval ( 0, x > . 
It is easy to see that if there is a sequence x, -B 00 satisfying 
mlS,Yn) > CX, then there is a sequence YnCS 1 nr 1,2, . . . 
so that for every n Yn+l/Yn is an integer. In view of this result and 
Szemeredi’s example the following question remains open: Determine a 
function f(x) tending to infinity as slowly as possible so that if 
m(S,L,) >+(xn) for a sequence x, ---, 00 then there is a 
Y,kS, YzGS, Y2/Y, integral. Clearly many similar questions can be 

formulated, but we leave these for the reader, 

We conclude our report by stating some results of more 
analytic character, Denote 

f(w) = lx 1 

“i/aj 
a, c x 

J 

We proved [II] that for every sequence A of positive loga- 
rithmic density we have for infinitely many y. 

This result is best possible. There is in fact a sequence of positive den- 
sity so that for every Y 

This theorem does not imply f(x)/ x-00 * Here we 

proved the following theorem of surprising accuracy: Put 

tim inf A(x)/x = CC. Assume 
1 1 K’ct”-iy Then there is a 

c,= C,(d) so that for every sufficiently large x 

(15) 

It was to us very surprising when wf found that this theo- 
rem is nearly best possible. Let &pi< -i;’ Then there is a 
sequence A of density o( and a constant cy, = c,(oc) satisfying 
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(16) 

ct = CL(d) tends to 0 if o( -l/k+l and k>4 . Very likely 
this holds for k=l , too. 

Let finally d = $- and g(x) any function tending to in- 
flfityas x tends to infinity. Then there exsists a sequence of density 
-i; for which 

km inf f(r) (x e%p(gt%)(logk+ly)1/210gk+2 a-‘= 0. 
Y=Xi 

Denote by LCOC) the upper limit of the values of c+ 
for which (15) holds. Clearly for every cz> L(d) (16) holds. It would be 
of interest to determine LCd 1 explicitely and to decide what happens for 

c = L(d). Very likely Ltor) tends to infinity as o( tends to 
can only prove this if k = ? . 

+ but we 

Denote by I(x) the smallest. integer k for which 1 5 lagkx 4 e . 
It is very likely that the methods of [12] enable one to prove the following 
results: Let A be a sequence of satisfying for all large Y 

then fcx)/x -B 00. On the other hand there exists a sequence A satisfying 
for all large x 

Y 
A(x) 5 (l.dlo 

and nevertheless y.m,‘nf f ( x 1 /x = 0 0 We have not carried out the details 

of the proofs of these results and are not absolutely sure that they are 

correct. We have no idea what happens to f(r)/x if A(w) = (Ito( -&, 
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Before we conclude this paper we would like to state a few 
unpublished problems and results. By the method of [4] we can prove that 
if the sequence A is such that for infinitely many Y 

07) lim sup fCwI/A(r) = 00 
x=00 

i?y the methods of [l] we can also prove that z ?/11i log 0~; E 00 also 

tmplies (17). We can further show by the methodsL of [ 31 that if ( k 1: 1 

integer) 

l/2 Z~>(k+c)Loqw/(2*Loqloqx) 
bicx ’ 

then 

and if for an infinite sequence A, for infinitely many i 

tl 
a;<% ai 

2 (ktdl)) loq x/c 2% bq tog d2 

then 
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(19) 
09) 

K-l 
limsup ffx)/A(w)(loqloqx) - 00. 

X-B 

possible. 
It is not difficult to see that both (18) and (19) are best, 

It would be interesting to prove the following conjecture: 
Assume that 

09) 

for every x. Then 

cm) 

We can only show that (19) implies 

but we think it likely that a considerably weaker condition than (19) will 
imply (20). 
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